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On Symbols oI Fundamental Solutions
of Parabolic Systems

By Kenzo SHINKAI
University of Osaka Prefecture

(Comm. by K6saku YOSIDA, M. J. A., June 11, 1974)

Introduction. The calculus of multiple symbols which has been
developed in Kumano-go [1] enables us to construct the fundamental
solution of parabolic equations only by symbol calculus (see C. Tsutsumi
[4]). The purpose o the present paper is to show that a formal unda-
mental solution o a parabolic system has an asymptotic expaasion in
a class of pseudo-differential operators ( 2) and to construct a funda-
mental solution with the same expansion ( 3). The method of con-
struction is the same as one used in C. Tsutsumi [4] for single equations.

1. Notations and a lemma. We shall denote by S where -m+ and 0gpl, the set of all MM matrices p(x,) with
components p(x, ) e C(R R) which satisfy the inequality

ij()

where (--(1+)/ and " (x,)=3Dp (x ) We denote byij() ij

]p(x, ) the norm of the matrix, that is,
tp(x, )= sup p(x, )y/]y

OCyC

and define semi-norms p]. by
[p[. max sup ](")(x,)l (}-+"-’()

Then S,. is a Frchet space with these semi-norms. By t(S,.) we de-
note a set of all matrices p(t;x, )e S, which are continuous with
respect to parameter t or 0< t< T. By w-t.(S,.) we denote a set of
all matrices p(t, s; x, )e S, which are continuous with respect to pa-
rameter t and s or 0stT with weak topology o S, defined as
follows (see H. Kumano-go and C. Tsutsumi [2])" we say {p(x,)}=o
cS, converges weakly to p(x, ) e S,, if {p(x, )}]=0 is a bounded set

(") ] uniformly on R K or everyof S, and )(") (x, ) p()(x, ) as
a, fl and compact set K R.

When p(x, ) S, =1, 2, ..., ], we denote by p(x, )p(x,)
p(x, ) the symbol of the product PP...P of pseudo-differential

operators P=p(x, D) which has the form (see Kumano-go [1])
p(x, )p(x,) p(x, )

(+ + +-,)d d-d -
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and we also use the following notation"
[p(x, )op(x, )o. opt(x, )]

+’"+ ") (x, )(1.2)

_,}_
(cf. Nagase-Shinkai [3]). Then we have the following

mpLemma. When p(x, ) e S,., ,=0, 1, 2, ., ], we have
.m+m+... +m( ) p,(x, )op(x, )o... opt(x, ) e _.

(ii) for every N
N-1

p,(x, )op(x, )o... opt(x, )- [p,(x, )op(x, )o... opt(x, )]
(1.3) =0

.m+m+... +m-

(iii) ( orm [e amea[ ro[e e oo o
Teorem 1)

[m0(, )om,(, )o... om(, )]
1(1. (z, )[(, )o... o(z, )]_,.

For the proof of (i) and (ii), see Kumango-go [1]. The formula
(1.4) is derived from (1.2).

2. Asymptotic expansion of formal fundamental solutions. We
shall consider the following Cauchy problem

#u+p(t x, D)u=O in (0, T) XR(2.1)

under two conditions"
( ) p(; x, ) e dt(S,) for 0 T.
(ii) There exist a continuous function ( x, ) c> 0 and positive

constants C and C, which satisfy

(2.3) I, ;x,)lC,() +(t; x,) for 0T.
Here Co(t, s; x, ) is the resolvent matrix of (2.1), that is,

e0(t, s x,
(2.4) --I + p(s, x, )... p(s

The convergence of the right hand side of (2.4) and the estimate
]eo(t, s x,)C exp [C(t-s)<}] C> 0, C>0

are easily verified.
The symbol w(t, 0;x, ) o a formal undamental solution of (2.1)

is given "ormally" by
w(t, s; x,

(2.5) I + g g.. ( z, )o. op( z, )g,
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(2.7)

Here

and we have the ollowing
Theorem 1. There exists an asymptotic expansion

w(t, s x, ) eo(t, s x, ) + e(t, s x, ) +...
where eo(t,s; x,$) is given by (2.4) and for k>=l

e(t, s; x, )
(2.6)

(--1) dsl ds.. J-’[p(sl x, $)o op(sj x, )]dsj

For every k>=O and , fl we have

e)(t, s x, )1_ C,,()-ol"l /li-o-)..,.,, exp (a; x,

and

o2,,,, max {o2, o2+ ll+ll }
Oo,o,o= 1,
0,,:max {, ll + i1}

for k>=l,

for ]o] + ]fi]:/:O

=(o; x, )d.
no --) for k O, 1, 2,Thus e(t, s; x, ) e -t,, "".

Proof. Since eo(t, s; x, )is the solution of the following ordinary
differential equation

d eo(t, s x, ) / p(t x, )eo(t, s x, ) 0(2.8) dt
with initial condition eo(s, s; x, )=I, differentiating (2.8) with respect
to x and , we have (2.7) for the case k:0.

For the case k_>_l, by the formula (1.4) and the relation
d : ds : ds...: [p(Sl)Op(S)o... op(s+)]ds+

(2.9) dt --: dsl ds ]- [p(t)op(sl) p(s)]ds:1
or ]= 1, 2, ., we see e(, s x, ) is the solutio o the ollowing or-
dinary differential equation

d e(t, s x, ) + p(t; x, )e(t, s x, )
dt

(2.10)

= = Tp()(t x, )e_,,()(t, s x, )

with the initial condition e(s, s; x, )=0. Differentiating (2.10) with
respect to x and 8, and using (2.2) we have (2.7) or the case k>_ 1.

Remark 1. For a scalor operator, the above conditions (2.2), (2.3)
coincide with assumption (0.2), (0.3) in C. Tsutsumi [4].

Remark 2. When (2.1) is a Petrovskii-parabolic system, the above
conditions are satisfied with

(t; x, )=c<>TM.

3. Construction of fundamental solutions. Theorem 2. Under
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the assumption (i), (ii) in 2, we can construct a symbol e(t, s x, )
e w-’t,(S,,) which satisfies the following conditions"

(i) e(t, 0 x, D) is the fundamental solution of (2.1), i.e. e(t, 0 x, )
satisfies the equation

/-t e(t, 0 x,)+p(t; x,)oe(t,O; x,)--O
(3.1)

[e(0, 0; x, )=I.
(ii) For suciently large N, let

N

r(t, s; x, )= e(t, s; x, )-- e(t, s; x, ).(3.2)

Then
(3.3)

Proof.
(t-- s)-r(t, s x, ) e w-t,(S,,

Let
N

f(t, s x, )-- , e(t, s x, )
k=O

and let

q(t,s; x, )= -(f(t,s; x, )+p(t; x, )of(t,s; x, )).
Then (2.7), (2.8) and (2.10) yield the estimate
(3.4) () (

(),, s, x, )l<C.,()-( )(+" ’ ’+’’.
TkeN such that m--(p--)(N+ 1) < --n and let (t, s x, )= q(t, s x, )
and or j= 2, 3, let

(t, s; x, )
(’)

d . - qs(t, , )oq(, ,)
oq(s_, s x, )ds_.

Then as the proo of Proposition 3 in C. Tsutsumi [4], where the
calculus of multiple symbols plays an important role, we have

(3 6) -(")-

Thus we can define (t, s; x, ) by

(3.7) (t, s; x,)- (t, s; x, ).
j=l

Since (t, s; x, ) satisfies the integral equation

x, )= q(t, s; x, ) +.[ q(t, ; x, )(, s; ,(3.8) ?(t, )

and has the estimate
(3.9) I(t, s; x, )lg c.,(}-.-+-(.-)(+,,
we have

(3.10) )

and (3.3).
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